So, you are looking for a new piano and have seen an Alex.Steinbach that you like.
What makes it different from other brands and why is it the only new piano brand that
Leaver & Son sells?
Alex.Steinbach pianos are manufactured by Samick Musical Instrument Co Ltd, a South Korean company.
These pianos are German designed and built from materials sourced from around the world to ensure the
highest-quality product is achieved.
•
•
•
•

The structural design, known as the German Imperial Scale, was developed by well-known German
piano designer, Klaus Fenner
The Roslau strings from Germany are considered the highest-grade steel piano wire worldwide
100% wool felt is sourced from Germany and Japan
Fine-grained Spruce for the soundboard is sourced from Quebec, Germany, Italy or Alaska

Here are some features that make new Alex.Steinbach pianos different from other brands:

The Spruce Soundboard
All Alex.Steinbach pianos feature an advanced,
triple-strength, fine-grain spruce soundboard,
especially designed to withstand Australia’s harsh
climate. The usual, single layer spruce
soundboard found in many pianos can be
affected by extreme temperature and humidity
changes and cause cracking over time.
Alex.Steinbach pianos retain the traditional
spruce soundboard at the centre and add a thin
(0.5mm) veneer of spruce wood across the grain
on either side. This triple layer of spruce gives
strength and durability, whilst also ensuring the
quality and tonal resonance of the spruce core is
retained. For this reason, Alex.Steinbach pianos
are an excellent choice for Australia’s climate.

The reinforced soundboard of an
Alex.Steinbach Piano
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Longer strings produce better resonance
The quality and length of string wire can make a significant difference to the quality of sound in a piano.
You may notice that taller uprights and bigger grands often have a richer sound than their smaller
counterparts. This is because their longer strings allow for better vibration against the soundboard. All
modern-day pianos are strung diagonally rather than vertically in order to lengthen the strings to
increase their resonance. Alex.Steinbach pianos achieve greater length in the bass by increasing the
angle of these strings. As a consequence, the bass is generally fuller in sound than other pianos of the
same size.

On most pianos, the bass strings finish behind the
pedals, as shown above.

On Alex Steinbach pianos, the bass strings finish to
the right-hand side of the pedals, giving extra
length to the strings.

High Quality Felt Hammers
The quality of felt used in the hammers is very important.
Alex.Steinbach pianos use hammers made of pure wool felt that
is attached to hard wood. Japanese felt is used in the majority of
their upright pianos, with German felt used in the professional
Millennia model and all their grand pianos.

White Hammer Felt & Red
Underfelt on Alex.Steinbach Piano

Top grade hammers have two layers of wool felt – the white,
outer ‘hammer felt’ layer and the inside ‘underfelt’ layer, which is
usually red. Underfelt provides compression outwards to keep
the hammer in shape and ensure it rebounds when it hits the
strings. This produces a warmer sound. In contrast, the outer
hammer felt is applied with higher tension to give the hammer
balanced hardness to ensure durability through repeated use.
Red underfelt is featured in all Alex.Steinbach pianos.
Single Layer Felt Hammer on
other Piano Brands
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All-Wood Playing Mechanism
Many modern-day pianos have playing mechanisms built with a mix of wood and plastic components rather
than the all-wood mechanisms of older pianos. Plastic is cheaper to produce but doesn’t have the same
ability to expand or contract with fluctuations in temperature and humidity. This can affect the way the
action performs and plastic parts may become damaged and wear more quickly. Alex.Steinbach piano
actions are all-wood construction, making them much more resilient. Generally, maintenance costs for allwood actions will be lower than for actions containing plastic parts.

All-wood playing mechanism on
an Alex.Steinbach piano

Mixed wood and plastic playing
mechanism on other brands

All-Wood Pedal Levers
A recent trend has been to replace the
traditional wooden pedal levers with metal
ones, which are generally cheaper and
simpler to manufacture. However, the
hollow metal rods have been known to
cause unwanted vibrations when playing.
All Alex.Steinbach pianos are made with
traditional wooden pedal levers to ensure
the sound is as clear and precise as possible.

Metal pedal levers found on
some modern-day pianos

Alex Steinbach all-wooden
pedal levers

Soft-Close Lid
Soft close key lids, called ‘slow-falls’ are featured in all Alex.Steinbach
pianos. This prevents the keyboard lid from falling too quickly,
reducing the risk of damaging small hands. It operates through a
hydraulic mechanism that exerts pressure against the key lid when it
starts to fall.
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Rubber Castors
All Alex.Steinbach pianos come with
high-quality rubber castors, giving
added protection to your floors and
easier maneuverability.

High quality rubber
castors found on all
Alex.Steinbach pianos

Metal castors found on
other brands of pianos

Lifetime Warranty
Alex.Steinbach pianos are sold with a Limited Lifetime Warranty, unlike other piano manufacturers who
generally offer warranties between 5-10 years. Samick has maintained an impeccable warranty service
record over the years and genuinely guarantees that their Alex.Steinbach pianos will provide many decades
of trouble-free performance. This provides Alex.Steinbach owners with peace of mind for such an important
financial and lifestyle investment.

♫ ♫ ♫ ♫ ♫ ♫ ♫♬
Leaver & Son is the sole dealer of new Alex.Steinbach pianos in South Australia.
We sell a select range of new and secondhand pianos –
please check out our website for latest offers.
If we can help with removal, tuning, repairs or restoration,
please give us a call on 08 8362 8813 or 0408 221 272!
Good Luck with your Purchase!
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